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Students living cramped in Prentiss-Lucas hall
By Lori Olivier
News Reporter
Many students moved into dorms
this fall, anxiously awaiting the arrival of their new roommate. However, for many Prentiss/Lucas residents it was not just one other roommate, but two.
In many overflow rooms in
Prentiss/Lucas, you'll find three occupants per room, with many rooms
having bunk beds and a loft.
While some are upset, others have
requested to stay in their overflow
rooms. Crowded as it is, these residents seem to have no problem with
it.
A few students have moved off
campus and into apartments with
friends.
Natasha Wendt, former resident
in Lucas, decided to move. "It was
just too crowded," she said.
Mark Spieler, Hall Director for
Prentiss/Lucas, said, "It's hard to say
how fast the problem is being taken
care of. We moved a big group on
Sept. 9, and there were at least 50
students included in the move, if not
more.
"As spaces become available, students in overflow rooms will be
moved, unless they have requested to
stay. We've told most of the students
that they may be in overflow through
the first quarter, if not through some
of the second." At this point, however, there is no definite set date as to
when they will be out of overflow.
Holly Reichow, is a resident at
Lucas with a more optimistic outlook. She said, "having three people
in the room is no problem at all. If I
have a class with one or both of my

Photos by Jackie Jedynak/ Co-Photo Editor

The living conditions for many students who live in P-L are less than spacious this year. With up
to three people in some rooms, getting from the bed to the closet can be a challenge. Many of
the P-L overflow residents will have to wait until next quarter to be placed in different rooms.

roommates, then we can study together.
"I can also usually depend on there
being at least one of the three roommates in the room if something comes
up, like needing a ride from somewhere back to the dorm."
Reichow does admit there are
some downfalls, "Everyone runs on a
di fferent schedule, and could be corn-

ing in or going out of the room at all
hours, even if there is someone in
there studying." John Ferden, Director of Housing for WSU said, "Those
students who wish to be out of overflow and more into permanent housing will hopefully be out of temporary overflow by the beginning of
winter quarter. We hope to have
everyone moved at least by the end of

fall quarter."
As far as building another residence hall , to accommodate all the
students, Ferden said, "We definitely
won't build, but there has been talk
about leasing a building in town and
renting it out to students. We have
also considered building up Lourdes,
making single rooms into double
rooms to accomodate the students."

Staff and students may be wondering if the dorm will be as crowded
next year. "Hopefully not," said
Spieler. "I think we can plan farther
ahead. The reason for the overflow is
that many second year students chose
to move hack on campus, and also
many students were promised housing on campus during summer preregistration. Hopefully we'll be more

prepared, and be able to plan farther
ahead for next year."
One other possibility, according
to Ferden. would be renting Maria
Hall, located behind Lourdes Hall on
the old St. Theresa Campus.
Ferden said, "WSU is succeeding
in bringing in new students. The
See Crowded, page 2

New, students adjust at WSU Building of new Students
staying
library to begin at WSU

eana
By Angela Cabr
News Reporter

First year student Lisa Laska does
not know the meaning of homesickness. "What's that? I'm not homesick and when it comes time to go
home I'll want to stay here."
This is, however, a rare exception
to the rule of anyone's first year at
college. Most students feel anxiety
and loneliness during their first few
months in college. Greater responsibility and more choices often over-

whelm first year students.
First year student Missy Knutson
said the hardest part about adjusting
to college is controlloing her money,
"I don't know how to manage my
money and never have enough or
have any when I need it."
This lack of money had led many
students to get jobs while in school.
Students generally have jobs through
work-study programs and on-campus, or off-campus jobs.
Ann Pernstiner, another first year
student, is having a harder time ad-

justing to college. "It's hard not having my Mom and family around when
I need them. They're not just a shOrt
drive away. I write letters 20 times a
day, e-mail, and call all the time,"
said Pernstiner.
True, it is difficult for many students to get used to not having the
conveniences of home or parents'
rules above their heads. Although,
most students quickly get used to this
new freedom and enjoy it.
A problem for many first year
See Students, Page 5

By Shelly Derga and
Holly Swenson
News Reporters
Four years worth of red tape are
finally being cut
There seems to be a big question going around campus in regards to the new library that is still
waiting to be built.
Four years ago WSU was
granted the money that was needed
to build a new library. Four years
later, though, nothing has happened
with the new library. Except of
course the destruction of the tennis
courts.
According to Vernon Leighton,
one of the librarians at Maxwell
library, also serving on the committee for the new library "There
has just been so much red tape to

have to cut through."
As for the reason why it is still
not built, Leighton said there were
too many designs to consider, and
when they finally chose one, a two
story building with a basement,
they again ran into trouble. The
committee was informed that basements were no longer allowed to
be built because the city of Winona
was built on a sandbar.
So four months later, a new
design was made. The building is
to he 100,000 sq.ft. and if the building stays within budget it will cost
$13 million and will he all electronic.
Ground breaking is set for
Nov.6, and the new library should
open in the fall of 1999.

Enrollment at WSU remains stable
again at the same time as University
graduation and retention rates are
increasing.
According to tenth-day enrollment
figures, the traditional day for such
calculations, the total student
headcount at WSU is 6,744, down
slightly from last year's tenth-day
enrollment of 6,845.
The number of new entering freshmen this year is 1,311, slightly less
than last year's freshman enrollment
of 1.324. The total number of new
students attending WSU this fall, including transfer students, is steady
also with a total of 1,802, compared
to 1,825 new students at this time last
year.
These enrollment figures will increase by the end of fall quarter,
See Enrollment, page 2

New era, new mandate for club
Todd Martin/ Co-Photo Editor

A memorial still stands at the site where five St. Mary's students and alumni lost their lives.

Investigation links alcohol to crash
By Steve Santak
News Reporter

,

The long debated issue of releasing the toxicology reports of the five
Saint Mary's University students and
alumni who were kiled in an accident
on March 1 has finally ended.
The report was released to the
public last Tuesday showing all five
students were above the legal limit in
Minnesota of .10 blood alcohol content at the time of the accident.
According to the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, Mary Clare
Karnick had a .15 BAC, Anne
Kathryn Locher had a .10 BAC, Timothy Lawrence Stapleton had a .17
BAC, Susan Wall had a .20 BAC and
Jason Collins had a .11 BAC and 20.1

microgramperliter of tetrahydrocannabinol, the active substance in marijuana, in his blood stream.
According to the accident report
the 1993 Nissan Pathfinder was traveling northbound on Riverview Drive
during a light fog, with the temperature just above freezing and a light
drizzle.
The vehicle entered the sharp curve
at a fast rate, and the driver attempted
to turn the vehicle but could not negotiate the corner.
The vehicle slid onto the sandy
shoulder. The vehicle continued and
struck the railroad tracks, sending the
vehicle airborne and landing it on a
downhill slope at a calculated speed
between 41 and 49 mph.
The vehicle bottomed out when it

landed. A short distance later the
vehicle bottomed out again at the
base of the dike. The roof of the
vehicle buckled causing the sunroof
and windshield to shatter.
The vehicle traveled up the dike
and vaulted over the top at an estimated speed of .30 mph. The vehicle
landed on its rear tires and continued
down the rip rap rock imbankment.
The vehicle turned over some rocks
which apparently caused dents on
the front of the vehicle and damage to
the lights.
The vehicle continued into the
river where it sunk. It was found
upright, facing up river, in 18 feet of
water. The vehicle was found with
See Crash, Page 3

By Agnes Ong °
News Reporter
The International Club proposed
the reconstruction of the amendment
and introduced the new officers to
new and present members at its first
meeting Sept. 21 in the Alumni House.
The officers were elected by the international students at the end of
Spring Quarter last year. The officers were all excited and enthusiastic
about what each position had to offer.
"It was a good turnout. We had
about 60 people present," commented
Mohammad Lashkar, the new club
president.
The large turnout surprised many
including the former president of the
International Club, Mauricio Mezco.
"Truthfully speaking, I expected
only about 25, but close to 70 people
attended. I did not expect such a large
turnout because it was not well publicized," Mezco said.

The new committee, with the
agreement of the members who were
present, took a vote on the reconstruction of the amendments. As a
result of the voting, there are 1 I extra
positions, nine of which make up the
advisory committee.
Lashkar elaborated further on the
need for the advisory committee:
"The advisory committee are members who represent the region of the
world they are from. We have four
regions namely Asian, Africa, Latin
America and Europe. They have voting powers on issues brought up in
the club and will assist the officers in
the organization of the club events
and activities."
The other two positions created
were the advertising and publishing
officer and the cultural officer.
Mariana Pimenta from Brazil took
over the cultural office and David
Lupembe from Tanzania, the advertising and publishing office.

Currently, there is a ratio of about
seven officers for every 350 students
in the club.
"I saw the need of the new offices
because of the printing and publishing involved in informing the students of our coming activities," added
Lashkar.
"The elections were well represented because about 1/6th of the
club's members were present. It was
a good representation of what the
international student body wanted.
Also there were members of the local
community and school authorities
who were present as well as some
Arrierican students," commented
Mauricio.
According to Lashkar, the goal of
the International Club this year is to
reconstruct the structure of the club
to cope with the increasing amount of
international students.
Among the activities outlined for
See Club, page 5
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Continued from page 1
Computer Science Department recieves grant
The Computer Science Department was recently awarded a grant
from Hewlett-Packard (HP). HP has donated OpenView Professional
Suite software to help students build a solid understanding of enterprise
network and systems management and information technology (IT)
administration.
The donated software will complement the standard course material
by demonstrating the importance of standards-based computing and help
students learn how network administrators control and manage their
heterogeneous computing environments.
"Extensive hands-on networking experience greatly enhances a
student's marketability when it comes time to finding employment," said
Gerald Cichanowski, professor and director of WSU's Software and
Testing Lab.

Pot Luck Dinner on Sunday
The Alumni Society and the International Student Program at Winona
State will he sponsoring a Friendship Family Fall Potluck on Sunday,
Oct. 5, from 4 - 6:30 p.m. in the Purple Rooms of Kryzsko Commons.
Host families are asked to bring their past or present international
student and a dish to pass. If possible, pork or meat dishes should be
labeled.
Plates, utensils and beverages will be provided by the WSU Alumni
Society.

Open Enrollment Materials Mailed
Open Enrollment materials have been mailed to employees' home
addresses. Those who do not receive their materials by Oct. 1 should call
Human Resources, 5007.
An Open Enrollment meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 22,
from I to 3 p.m. in Somsen Auditorium. Rochester employees can attend
the meeting or the one scheduled for Tuesday, Oct. 21, from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. at the Heintz Center, 105.
Questions may be directed to Lori Beseler, 5007.

Career Fair Planned
The Ninth Annual Career Fair is planned for Wednesday, Oct. 22,
from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in McCown Gym. All WSU faculty and
students are invited to attend.
Career Fair provides a forum for students to gather information about
hiring practices, career and internship opportunities, graduate programs
and general tips for job search strategies.
The Career Planning and Placement Office requests that faculty
announce the event in classes to encourage students' attendance.

Trip to the Guthrie Scheduled
This year's second THAD Department-sponsored faculty/staff/student trip to the Guthrie Theatre and Mall of America will be on Saturday,
Nov. 1. Money must be turned in to David Bratt by Wednesday, Oct. 1.
The coach will leave from the PAC lobby at 10 a.m. and arrive in
Minneapolis around 12:30 p.m. for a 1 p.m. performance of Noel
Coward's Blithe Spirit at the Guthrie. Following the show, the coach will
go to the Mall of America and leave the Mall at 8 p.m. for the return trip
to Winona.
Cost for faculty and staff is $18; students pay $10 and have priority.
Submit money (and make checks payable to) David Bratt, THAD Dept,
PAC 206.

Teams Council Seeks Volunteer Members
The Teams Council Membership is open to all faculty, staff and
students on a volunteer basis.
This year promises to be an exciting one for the Teams Council as it
works with Long-Range Planning in identifying the processes to be
examined and the teams to be created to address the Leadership Emphases.
Individuals interested in volunteering to serve on the Teams Council
should contact Teams Council member Nancy Kay Peterson at
npeterson@winona.msus.edu or call her at 5519. All IFO appointments
are subject to Faculty Senate approval. Volunteers should submit their
names directly to the Committee on Committees via the Chair, Mary
Kesler, at keslermary@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

according to Dennis Martin, WSU
Director of Institutional Research.
The number of students at WSU
usually increases by several hundred
by the end of the quarter," Martin
said, "due to enrollment information
still coming from additional master's
degree programs, IBM-based students and special adult education and
extension offerings that occur later in
the quarter."
Martin noted that WSU's total fall
headcount should be right about at
WSU's target population of 7,200

students. The total university
headcount includes full-time and parttime students on the main campus,
those who participate in the Residential College program at Lourdes Hall,
and those who are served by classes
at the WSU-Rochester Center. The
number of students enrolled at the
WSU-Rochester Center this fall is
75 1 . Of those, 418 are undergraduate
students, and 333 are graduate students.
As WSU continues to focus on the
quality of education delivered, the
desire to retain students until graduation, and the obvious advantages for

students and families in decreasing
the time it takes to graduate, administrators are pleased with the enrollment figures.
According to Martin, the four-year
graduation rate at WSU has increased
to 25 percent, the highest it has been
in 12 years. In addition, the freshman
to sophomore retention rate increased
nearly two percentage points from
68.1 to 70 percent, also the highest in
12 years.
These figures are significant indicators of success in higher education
circles," Martin said. "As students
graduate and leave school more

quickly, enrollment figures could be
expected to dip slightly. The good
news is the students graduate faster,
which is important for themselves
and their families, and even so, we're
maintaining a stable student population. It's the best of both worlds."
The freshman class at WSU continues to include students who are
well-prepared for college. The Average ACT score of incoming freshman this fall is 22.2, and the average
high school class rank is at the 65.3
percentile.

WSU Security working into the night
By Agnes Ong
News Reporter
Kim Betzold, a senior majoring in
Productions Operations Management
starts her job at 7 p.m. Officially, her
job finishes at 8 a.m. the next day but
at 3 a.m., she is free to go home.
Throughout the night, she is on call
should anything arise at her workplace that others could not deal with.
Betzold is one of the five supervisors for the Winona State University
campus security guards. They coordinate the other security guards to
perform various duties. She has four
other guards under her from the time
she starts her shift, each reporting for
work at different hours.
The supervisors are students themselves and take the average course
load. They report for work and classes
the next day. Sometimes, they are
tired, but as Betzold puts it, it is a job.
"Sometimes I go to class and I tell
my professors that I had this situation
last night and that is why I am late for
class.They understand that I have a
responsibility," said Betzold.
It is not easy to become a security
guard.. Candidates must have a GPA
of 2.5 and above, no criminal record,
be a sophomore or older and go
,
through an interview.
The guards have to undergo training for a week before school starts. At
the very least, there are about 40

hours of training a year broken down
into four or five days. The seniors are
sent back for training with the new
guards the last couple of days before
school start.
There are classes to be taken too.
Some are taken with credits while
others are not. Some of the classes
offered are: conflict resolution, sexual
assault awareness, crime prevention,
patrol tactics, and cultural diversity.
Attorneys, present police officers
or certified instructors teach these'
classes. Don Walski, the head of the
security and the deputy chief of the
Winona County police department
teaches one of the classes: interviews
and interrogations.
There are 47 guards, 16 of which
are minority and international students, 15 are white females and 16
are white males. Each night, there are
an average of 11 guards on duty from
4:30 p.m. to 8 a.m. the next day.
The duties of the guards differ.
They have at least four rovers per
night. Rovers are guards who walk
around the campus at night and check
the buildings. There is a dispatcher
who watches the cameras and a supervisor each shift who is in charge
of matters arising.
- The guards check and lock up the
buildings, except during the winter
when maintenance people do that.
They have routine check-ups on the
huildings to make sure everything is .

locked and that no one is in any of the
buildings.
"Mate this locking up but I have to
do it because it is part of the job,"said
Scott Thomas, one of the night rovers. He had a hard time that night
trying to lock some of the doors in
Watkins and Gildemeister.
"We usually work in pairs. That's
for our own safety," commented
Betzold.
"If there are people in the building, we ask them if they have permission to stay in the building. If they do,
they need to show that they have the
keys to get out of the building,"added
Rajib Rahman, one of the guards on
duty.
Indeed there were adventures as I
went on the Tuesday rounds. We
found a few students and a professor
who were staying up late finishing
their work. Someone was in almost
every building.
After 2 a.m. , the guards roam the
campus on their bikes. Before that,
they walk around and report anything
unusual, even unlocked doors.
"The PAC is the scariest. The place
is spooky. If I sent you into the Dorothy B. Magnus theatre for 15 minutes, you'll hear some unexplainable
sounds," said Betzold.
Apparently, someone working on
the scaffolding of one of the productions fell and died. No one knows if
the story is true, but it does raise a few

Crowded
Continued from page 1
freshman class alone is bigger. and
more students want to stay on campus.
"Let's look at this in a positive
light. Maybe, in the future, there will
be a need to have extra housing for
the new students. Let's just wait and
see."

hairs.
Then, there is the escort service.
The guards provide an escort service
for students that live within a 3 block
radius around the campus. But they
also provide other services.
"A lone female student is escorted
to wherever she wants to go within a
reasonable distance. The escort service is for all students on campus
going off-campus and likewise," said
Walski.
"On a regular night, we get about
six calls on the average but this increases during the weekends. We
might get as many as 15 to 20 calls
requesting escorts between Thursday and Sunday night."
He added that courtesy phones are
located throughout the campus in all
buildings for students to call for an
escort should they need one at night
or when alone.
The guards also handle alcoholrelated situations on campus. Students found to have alcohol on campus would be sent to see Shirley
Mounce, the conduct officer.
According to Walski,"The police
would be called in only if the situation gets out of hand or if the guards

SPRING
BREAK
CANCUN MAZATLAN

As far as overflow affecting
the staff at Prentiss/Lucas, Mark
Spieler says that "at times it is stressful, but P/L is stronger than it has ever
been, and there are not a lot of problems."
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Crash
Continued from page 1
four of the victims and two dogs
inside. Stapleton, the fifth victim,
was found two days later about 150
yards down stream.
Based on the evidence investigators are unable to determine who the
driver of the vehicle was. The vehicle
was traveling in excess of 40 mph
when it left the road. The speed limit
in the area is 30 mph with a 25 mph
advisory for the corner at the location.
The toxicology reports did not
become immediatly available to the
public because the parents of Locher,
Karnick, Wall and Collins fought the
city of Winona to keep these reports
from becoming public.
The reports were eventually made
available to the public by District
Judge Lawrence T. Collins who said,
"The Toxicology reports at issue are
, government data accessible by the
public by virtue of the Minnesota
Government Data Practices Act."
Usually the blood alchohol level
of only the driver of a vehicle is made
public, but because the driver of the
vehicle was unknown, all blood
alchool levels were released.
The parents of the victims fought
for almost seven months to keep the
reports sealed from the public.
Before the reports were made
available, speed and poor road conditions were cited as the reason for the
accident. With the release of the report it is now known that alcohol was
a major contributing factor in the
accident. Winona Police Chief Frank
Pomeroy indicated that had the students not been under the influence at
the time of the accident, braking could
have possibly prevented the accident.
In a press release, Saint Mary's
University President Brother Louis
DeThomasis, said, "For all of us at
Saint Mary's University, the loss of
our five loved ones is still a sad reality. The traffic accident report and
toxicology results are overshadowed
by the end result—the loss of five
wonderful young people."
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Weekend WSU

Students save money
by choosing First Bank as
their student loan lender!

Saturday: Music Education Workshop "Listen
Up: Creative Strategies for Music Listening,"
8:30 a.m.-12 noon, PAC Choir Rehearsal Room.
Volleyball hosts Northern State, 12 noon,
McCown Gym. Football hosts Northern State,1:30
p.m., Maxwell Field. Women's Golf hosts NSIC
Championships, Winona Country Club (through
Sunday, Oct. 5)
Sunday: Soccer hosts Northern State, 12
noon, Maxwell Field. Friendship Family program fall potluck dinner, 4-6 p.m., Purple Rooms,
Kryzsko Commons

The First Bank
"First Choice"
Student Loan
Program

(Icre-ai ter), n.
1. time and dumb luck.
2. you (yourself).
3. who cares.
4. the One who spoke in the Bible.
5. Walt Disney et. al.
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STUDENT LOAN CENTER
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• One Month Unlimited Tanning $25
• Full Set of Acrylic Nails $25

*0% guarantee fee program applies to Stafford loans disbursed on or after July 1, 1997. Repayment discount programs apply to
Stafford loans that enter repayment on or after July 1, 1997. "On-time payment" is defined as payment which is received no later
than 20 days beyond the due date. This program may be revoked or terminated at any time without notice. Borrowers who qualify
for the benefit will not be affected by program changes.
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Midtown Foods Makes Shopping Easier!
New ATM machine located at Downtown
Midtown Foods
* Mastercard and Visa credit cards are accepted
and New Store Hours in 2 Locations.

Midtown Foods Downtown
6am to 1 Opm, 7days a week!
Midtown Foods at the Westgate Shopping Center
24 hours a day, 7 days a week!

Ititown

1:00

"Winona's Largest Locally Owned .3k.;per
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Winonan Editoral Board

1Ninonan Editorial Policy
The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State University and College
system, Winona State University, its faculty or staff, or the student body.
The Winonan welcomes all letters to the Editor. All letters must be clearly written or typed, and include your name, major,
year in school and phone number (for our use). Letters may be sent via Email, but must include the previous information.
Letters not meeting these criteria will not be published.
Winonan reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, punctuation and space.

Chris Drago, Managing Editor
Jeff Kocur, News Editor
Michelle Wolf, News Editor
Anna L. Derocher, Sports Editor
Emery Skolfield, Sports Editor
Jackie Jedynak, Photo Editor
Todd Martin, Photo Editor
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If you have a
problem, write
the Winonan.
Located in the lower hyphen.
r•S

Several positions are
open. Stop by the Winonan
office or call 457-5119

Dave's Weltanschauung!:
Here's the deal folks: I'm
going to be completely honDave
est with you. In a nutshell, I
Adams
am the biggest critic of the
world around us. I like to
Columnist
rip on everything! It makes
me feel better about myself
to put others down because
I'm going to talk about a few things I'm shallow, materialistic,
this week, but let's just get this out of stubborn, resentful, selfthe way right now.
deprecatory. self-conI'm graduating.
scious, insecure, and about
If you know me, you heard this last as intellectually deep as a
year, and the year before, and the wading pool.
year before, and the year ... well, you
All this self disclosure is
get the picture.
leaving me feeling a little
But this time it's official. Go ahead, naked. But this is normal.
go to the registrar's office and ask According to my friend
them. They'll tell you Dave is gradu- Nikki, nudity is one of my
ating winter quarter, and they'll tell favorite topics of conversayou how happy they are.
tion. I'm beginning to think
However, their ear-to-ear smiles she's right.
will have nothing to do with being
For someone who is
proud of my accomplishments, my painfully single (for obvihard work, my intestinal fortitude, or ous reasons), I'm doing a
my determination to graduate from really terrible job at makthis stinkin' place. They'll be smil- ing a good first impression here. I
ing because soon they won't have to thought honesty would be the best
order that extra box of paper every way to go. I think it's time to talk
quarter to make a copy of my tran- myself up a little more.
script.

Update
Moving on to less important matters, let's talk about this column. Even
though it's under a different name
this year, but I still harbor most of the
same resentments and aversions I
have over the past two years, so don't
worry. There shouldn't be any more
major changes other than the name.
But what do you care? Most of you
are new to WSU and have never even
heard of this column, let alone this
paper. Most of you have better things
to do than read my ramblings about
the must trivial things in life. Then
again, maybe you don't. After all,
this is Winona!

Look for me in the cookie aisle

I hate: bars that refuse to serve me;
that damn piece of lint I can't get out
of my bellybutton; intestinal disorders; Meryl Streep; loud, high pitched
screeching or scraping sounds; bugs
that crawl on me in my sleep; loosing
I am pathetic
my hair; being tired; being short on
If (or when) you meet me, you'll cash; and not knowing things.
see that the picture above is only half
Now for the important stuff. I am a
of the story. Here's the other half.
damn good-looking man. I'm no
I don't know a lot about astrology, Tommy Lee Jones, Barry Manilow,
but I'm a Sagittarius. Which means or even Gerard Depardicu, but I am
I'll shoot an arrow in your ass or pretty good looking, considering I
something. I like to sit on the couch have a glass eye and no feeling in the
and work on my physique, taste test- right half of my lower lip, which uning many of the world's finest fortunately causes me to drool like a
microwaveable foods. I like: the color Saint Bernard in an Alpo factory.
blue; Rhubarb; a dark, quiet room
Other than that, I look pretty much
with a bed in it; money; sex; old jeans; like everyone else.
boxer shorts (`cause it's like you're
If you can see past my shortcomnot even wearing underwear); ranch ings and accept me for the wonderful,
dressing; people with cars (I don't glowing person that I am, and you're
have one); the Minnesota Vikings; a single female between the ages of 21
and waking up without a hangover.
and 75, send me a picture and a brief

description of yourself, your hobbies,
your medical history, your shoe size,
whether you hog the covers or not,
paper or plastic, and any other information you think may be pertinent.
(Actually, I don't really care about
the paper or plastic thing.)
Look what I've stooped to doing
with my column! I'm using it to try
and solicit dates! Why? Well, I'll tell
ya.

Supermarket theory
Dating and meeting people becomes more difficult as you get older,
as many of you know. The bar scene
sucks for dating, unless you're 19 and
don't care who you screw, and conventional "dinner and a movie" type
dates are dry and dull in this cultural
vacuum, since there is no night life
except for the bars. The only remaining choice for those looking to meet is
the supermarket! In the cultural up-

heavals during the late
twentieth century, the supermarket has become the
only untainted social bastion left for single people.
I believe in this because
the first time I met one of
my ex-girlfriends was in a
supermarket. Of course, I
didn't talk to her because
I'm a big chicken, but we
did exchange a lot of
glances and smiles while
standing at the meat
counter. It's sort of ironic
that we met at the meat
counterand the relationship
fell apart before we had sex.
You get the idea.
I'm such a pig.
Even though that relationship went down in
flames, I still believe in the
magical properties of the
supermarket. All accouterments are checked at the
door. No layers of makeup or cologne, no fancy clothes, nothing except the rough, unpolished version of
You.
For example, have you ever seen
someone in a supermarket wearing a
suit or a nice dress? They stick out
like Al Gore on the dance floor, like
Albert Einstein at a monster truck
show, like Mary Albert and Mike
Tyson telling their waitress they
couldn't possibly eat another bite.
Think about it.
When you go to the store, you almost always skip the shower. You
throw on a hat, hop in your car, and
display a cart full of intimate, personal items to people you don't know.
That's the best time to meet people!
All your flaws are out there for everyone to see, like a hemorrhoid on an
exotic dancer's ass. You look like
hell. You smell significantly less than

stellar. You pick out unhealthy food.
You need toiletpaper so you can take
a dump. You need sanitary napkins.
You think you need condoms, so you
grab a box from the shelf, even though
everyone knows you're not going to
need them because you are hopelessly and pathetically single.
When you get to the checkout
counter you realize you don't have
enough money to pay for everything.
You tell the cashier to take the
condoms off the bill, which makes
you look even worse. Now you're
that person who would rather go bareback than put the Little Debbie 60pack of Swiss rolls back on the shelf.
People start shooting "You should
be more responsible!" looks your
way. Your self-consciousness
reaches peak levels, which causes all
the blood in your body to be sucked
up into your face. The checkout girl
slides your change into your sweaty
palm and, of course, you drop about
12 cents on the floor. You grab your
bags and head out the door to the
safety and comfort of your car. (Or,
in my case, bicycle. Like I said, I
have no wheels.)
But, what if Mr. or Mrs. Right saw
you and actually thought you were
hot? What if he or she thought it was
cute the way you were so embarrassed? I would bet they'd go back
just so they can bump into you! And
when they do, Voila! act could be a
luv connections, no?
My advice is: When you embarrass yourself don't be afraid to go
back. You'll have to eat sometime,
and you might see someone you like.
One last thing: The next time you
ladies are out buying Doritos or air
freshener for the bathroom, and you
see a six-foot tall blonde guy with a
bad eye and a drool bucket hanging
from his chin, don't be afraid. It's
probably just me.
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WSU College Students
Continued from page 1
awarded grant students is their tendency to be inCollege of Nursing
given three year gift
The WSU College of Nursing has
received a $708,000 three-year Federal Grant from the Bureau of Health
Professions, Division of Nursing, to
provide a Family Nurse Practitioner
(FNP) focus within the Master's Program in Nursing.
The College of Nursing and Health
Sciences hosted a news conference
on Sept. 10 held at the WSU-Rochester Center and simultaneously via
Inter-Active television on the Main
Campus and in the Distance Learning facility at Gundersen Lutheran
Medical Center in La Crosse, Wis.
Dr. Timothy Gaspar, Dean of the
College of Nursing and Health Sciences, and Dr. Marjorie Smith, Director of the Master's Program in
Nursing and the principal investigator for the grant, discussed the grant
and WSU's plans to expand the nursing master's program and its collaborations with healthcare providers
throughout southeastern Minnesota,
western Wisconsin and northern
Iowa.
Other speakers at the news conference included Dr. Roy S. Rogers,
III, Dean of the Mayo Medical
Center's School of Health Related
Sciences; Dr. Arthur J. Ross, III, Director of Medical Education at
Gundersen-Lutheran Medical Center in La Crosse, Wis., and WSU
President Dr. Darrell W. Krueger.
Also in attendance were members
of the faculty and students in the
Master's Program in Nursing, as well
as medical professionals from around
the region who have worked
collaboratively with the program to
educate new healthcare providers.
An Adult Nurse Practitioner
`(ANP) focus was started at WSU in
1994. Twenty-one students have
graduated (9 the first year, 12 the
second) and passed the certification
exam. 100 percent of those graduates
are employed as nurse practitioners,
60 percent in rural clinics. Twelve
students completed the program this
August.
The program has also been successful in developing academic and
community partnerships that provide
benefits for all participants (students,
faculty, schools) and promote shared
resources. Partnerships have been
formally developed with the Mayo
Medical Center, the Minnesota Collaborative Rural Nurse Practitioner
Project, and the Minnesota Partnership for Training Project (funded by
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation).
WSU admits 10-14 students into
the Nurse Practitioner program, both
part-time and full-time, to ensure a
minimum of 12 graduates per year.
At least nine of the graduates each
year are expected to be FNPs. In
addition, and in response to the need
for more FNPs in our service area, the
FNP focus is designed to allow
master's prepared ANPs or Pediatric
NPs to become FNPs, thereby in, creasing the number of FNP graduates.
A second major goal of the project
is to increase the use of distancetechnology to make the program more
accessible to students in rural and
medically underserved areas. Distance education will allow students
in more remote sites to take advantage of the program.

volved with too many things as they
try to have a full, well-rounded college life. Including fraternities and
sororities, sports, plays, clubs, dorm
activities, studying and the list goes
on.
Many students have a full load of
classes, a job and numerous activities
their involved in. As the year goes on
many students may find it necessary
to drop a few things and worry about
classes more. Especially when they
find out their first quarter grades.

Club

Continued from page 1

the coming year are the Homecoming parade, Halloween party, Thanksgiving party, New Year Celebration
and new student's reception each
quarter. The biggest project for the
International Club will be the annual
International Dinner which will be
held on May 9, 1998.
Lashkar added, "We are hoping to
develop an international library
whereby books and audio from all
over the world are kept as a source of
information."
Those who would like to join the
International Club can contact the
officers at
intclub @ vax2. winona.msus.edu or
refer to posters and notices around
campus. Membership is open to all
Winona State University students.
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If uou're interested in placing
in an ad, call 457-5677
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STONE
REVIVAL

3rd

208 S. 4th St. • La Crosse, WI • (608) 785-0606

An Environmentally Conscious
Clothing And Accessories Store.

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

Welcome Back Students! Come And
Check Us Out. We've Got:

A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC
& HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center for
the summer.

a Hemp Everything!
O Recycled Levi's Jeans - No Holes Only $18
O Organic Cotton Clothing - Oh So Comfy
Funky Vintage Clothing
Recycled Military Clothing From
Around the World
• Groovy Beads With Big Holes For HEMP
O Serving 100% Organic Coffee - Yummy,
Yummy, Organic Tastes Better.

Summer In is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at
Saint Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both
part of Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota.
You are eligible for Summer III after your junior year of a four
year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient
care experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting
Mayo Nursing was recently awarded Magnet Hospital
Recognition Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by
the American Nurses Credentialing Center.
Application Deadline: December 1, 1997.

For more information contact:

ma

1st 20 Customers To Mention This Ad
Will Receive 1 FREE 3rd STONE REVIVAL
Grocery Bag Made Of
Organic & Recycled Cotton!
REGISTER TO WIN PAIR OF HEMP
ADIDAS SHOES!

O

Mayo Medical Center
Staffing Center • Summer Ill Program
Ozmun East-1st Floor • 200 First Street SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905
1-800-247-8590

Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator
and employer. A smoke-free institution.

Open: Mon. - Sat. 10 - 6
Sun. 12 - 5

Recycle • Reuse • Renew • Respect

THINGS TO DO WITH SCISSORS.
Do the right thing.
Cut out these
MasterCard Exclusives"

coupons and present

coupon

them along with your
MasterCard' card and
you'll cut costs on all
kinds of good stuff. Which
feels a lot better than a
sharp stick in the eye.

Exclusives-

FOR COLLEGE
r-

—

LERNER

NEW YORK

SAVE 20%
ON ANY PURCHASE OF $70 OR MORE
Use your MasterCard' card and save 20% on
your purchase of $70 or more. For the store
nearest you, call 1-800-853-2920.
RING #6209
Orke a10 cob. nib 8715797 Lo 12/31797 Pnrchise rear te
mob ma) a MdeaerCal. or/ Grxecn musl De presentee II
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Be An
Athletic
Supporter.

Mader

Erdwi,„,yo. c

USA

RECEIVE A CAP
OR A PUTTER
WITH PURCHASE OF $40 OR MORE

„

Payless ShoeSeurce
$2 OFF
Choose from hundreds of fashionable styles and save $2
on any regular price item $0.99 or more when you use
your MasterCard' card. For the store nearest you,
please call 1-800-444-SHOE (7463).

Go To
Page 7

GOLF

-.t. ••

BED BATH &
BEYOND

Pik

SAVE $6

ONE FREE PERSONAL
PAN PIZZA*

-Hut

ON A PURCHASE OF $20 OR MORE
Get just the look you need when you shop at
Bed Bath & Beyond Use your MasterCard'
card and save $6 on your purchase of $20 or
more. For locations nearest you, call

011er and coupon valid 8/15/97 lo 12/31/97 Purchase must be
made with a MasterCard' card Coupon musl be presented al lime
of purchase Only one to a customer Not valid with any other oiler.
Nol valid for purchase of gift cerlilicales. Calphalon,
J A. Henckels or Krups° products. Otter void where prohibited,
mastertatd

Otte, and coupon valid 8/15197 to 12/31/97 Purchase must
be made with a MasterCard" card. Otter available only at participating Goll USA slows Coupon must be presented at iirne of purchase
Limit one coupon per purchase. Oder may not be combined with any
other discount or offer Void where prohibited

ExduslvesFOR COLLEGE
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Use your MasterCard•rard for dine in,
carry out or delivery at Pizza Hut•
and receive a FREE Personal Pan Pi772
when you purchase any medium or
large pizza at regular menu price.
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a
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SPORTS

SAVE $10
ON NCAA FOOTBALL 98
VIDEO GAME

Buy the game and save. Use your MasterCard'card
and save $10 on EA SPORTS' NCAA Football 98
video/computer game (regular price $49.99)
Call Electronic Ans Direct at 1-800-245-4525
to order your copy today.
Coup. alb 8/15837 b 12/31897 FNed-ase mu be mane *en a
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Otter and coupon valid 8/15797 to 12/31/97 Purchase must be
made with a MasterCard" card. where credit cards are accepted. Offer
available only al participating Pizza Hut' locations. Coupon must
be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per t,arty per visit
or order Otter may not be combined with any ocher discount or
otter Limited delivery area. Delivery charges may apply 1/20 cent
cash redemption value
01997 Pirza Hul, Inc

COUPON 1%9
Oft we v.. dId 811561 b 12/3V97 Kett. rnird 5.3
rna..m a herbeGar06 .0 Gov, Den to peered al ore

Save on the hottest music and movies every day - you'll find
thousands of CDs. musics and cassettes. Use your MasterCanl'
card at participating locations to save 20% on any CD or cassette
regularly priced at $7.99 or more, or on any video regularly
priced at $9.99 or more

WITH A PURCHASE OF ANY MEDIUM OR
LARGE PIZZA

1-800-GO-BEYOND:'
Use your MasterCard' card to make a purchase of
$40 or more at participating Golf USA locations
and receive your choice of a FREE cap from any
of the top names in golf, such as Nike' -laicise;
Taylor Made' and more, or get a FREE putter
(up to a $20 value).

20% OFF
ANY CD, CASSETTE OR VIDEO
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PLEASE MENTION SOURCE COOS:
MSMC997

ExclusivesFOR COLLEGE
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National Depression
Screening Day
Thursday, October 9, 1997
Location Depression Screening Info.:

Bring a Friend to
Cosmic Bowling at

Mogallc? 28otail

WSU
Kryzsko Commons
Dining Rms E, F, G

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Educational Presentation and
Screening Interviews

• FREE of charge
• Written self-test for depression
• Screening interview with mental
health professional
• Educational presentation

Buy One-Get
One FREE!

Symptoms of Depression Include:
• Loss of pleasure
• Feeling of sadness, hopelessness,
worthlessness
• Changes in sleeping and eating patterns
• Irritability, anxiousness, restlessness

• Unexplained aches and pains
• Fatigue or loss of energy
• Thoughts of death or suicide
Questions, call 457-5330 or
1-800-805-1000
for a site near you

*Sponsored by: WSU Counseling Center & WSU Health Services

owling
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Karsten 's costumes & More

at Westgate Bowl...with this Coupon!

Admit (1) Bowler to Tuesday
Cosmic Bowling!

I
I

163 E. 2nd St. • Downtown Winona • 453-0398

ftuturing Balloons Ovcr Wcnonon
(CO5[UITT RCIAt015-- OV(i 450 10 choOSC trOrit!

With PaidAdmission...Limit Two
CouPons per Lane.
9:00 PM to`Midnight...Must Have
Reservation!
454-3133.Minimum of (4).
Bowlers...Void after 10/14197.
(Does not include bowling shoe rental.)

I

I

1\t - c cssorics SL Sacs

Winona's Halloween Headquarters!

I
I
I
I

Hours '1 F 10-6 Sci1 10-1
-

.•cORAND OPENINU: October 6-0001)cr 10

L
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11/1/97

Only at Westgate Bowl!

Get a jump on the rest, reserve the best costume nowfor your a oween bash!j
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INSTANT CREDIT

No

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
iith ..eart
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
VIM NM NMI OEM NMI NMI UM NMI 10111111 MIN MIN SIM MOO NM MIMI MO NM BIM =MI

YES !•

awe Nom ow aro ono Nam imam

OMB

NM IMMO SIMI. MICE MINN MINN OM. MIMI NMI MINI 11=111 IMO

ORDER FOR
I want Credit Cards immediately.

GUARANTEED APPROVAL

CRA PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Address
Signature

....Zip..

State

City

Tired of Rein Turned Down?
- NMI -

-

•

-

4

NMI OMNI 1111111111 NNW MINN MINN

■
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r
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Warriors send Cougars back to den

WSU thrives Goettl connects for career-high 367 yards; WSU holds Morris to 265 total
By Bradley Thede
"We really played to our potential a career high 367 yards, four touchon air time
Sports Reporter
this weekend," WSU Coach Tom downs and two interceptions.
Emery
Skolfield
Sports Editor

It has become relatively clear
that for the Winona State football
team to be completely effective, it
must pass the pigskin.
There are reasons.
Take Jake Goettl for example.
The guy is more comfortable
throwing. Think about it. He passed
nearly every down at Chippewa
Falls (Wis.) McDonnell High
School on his way to over 5,200
career yards.
Success through the air was evident in the Sept. 2 encounter with
the University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire. The Warriors were shut out
in the opening half before taking to
the sky after intermission.
WSU (1-0 in NSIC play, 2-2
overall) scored three times in the
second half, including a 48-yard
strike to Travis Walch and a 14yarder to freshman phenom Matt
Juaire.
Even WSU's leading rusher
Walch (see "Warrior of the Week")
likes the air-it-out style of play.
"Personally, I like the openfield plays," said Walch.
Winona State did go on to lose
44-20 versus the Blugolds but
showed some positive signs.
"The focus last week was to put
in a more pass-oriented offense,"
Walch said following Saturday's
52-19 NSIC win over the University of Minnesota-Morris.
Walch said that Goettl "started
looking like the guy he was last
year" against Morris. The junior
quarterback, who threw for 2,314
yards and 17 touchdowns in '96,
connected on 17 of 32 attempts for
367 yards in just two and a half
quarters of work.
"Last week (the coaching staff)
worked a lot on getting Goettl back
to the basics," Walch said.
The Warriors even realigned
their offensive line to tailor to the
passing game. Preseason AllAmerican tight end David Olson
unselfishly moved to tackle, while
another All-American choice, Joe
See Skolfield, page 9

MORRIS, Minn. — The Winona
State University football team came
into Saturday's ballgame looking for
anything possible to change the misfortunes of the previous two
ballgames.
A revamped offense? Possibly. A
more aggressive defense? Could be.
In the end, a little of everything
played a role as the WSU football
team (2-2 overall, 1-0 Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference) opened
up conference play with a convincing
52-19 thumping of the University of
Minnesota-Morris.
The Cougars were coming off a
22-19 win over Northwestern (Iowa).
The Warriors took some thunderous strides to put the "ka-bash" on the
Cougars confidence as they used a
high-powered passing game and a
ferocious defense to record their second win of the year in four games.

Sawyer said. "This was a team we felt
we could beat and we went out, and
got the job done.

"We really played
to our potential this
weekend."

-Tom Sawyer
WSU coach

"We showed on Saturday that we
are a pretty good football team."
Through the course of the week,
the Warriors moved senior All-American tight end Dave Olson to left tackle
and moved All-American senior Joe
Hutter from tackle to guard.
Quarterback Jake Goettl reaped the
benefits of a few extra receivers with

Warrior soccer splits
nonconference pair
FARGO, N.D.—Two goals from
sophomore Andrea Zilka Saturday
helped pace Winona State University
(6-3 overall) to a 4-0 blowout win
against Montana State University.
After dropping 3-1 the day before
to North Dakota State, the Warriors
redeemed themselves outshooting
MSU 19-4.
Betsy Morgan provided the first
spark for the Warrior offense when
she scored 1 minute and 51 seconds
into the game.
The next two goals were Zilka' s—
one at the 15:09 mark and the other 10
minutes in the second period.
It was Susan Lussenhop who sank
the final shot through the net with a

A Closer Look

His four TDs tied him with Rich
Ernst for 4th on WSU's all-time list
with 31 career touchdown passes.
On the defensive side of the ball,
Travis Welch donned the hero's wig
as he sparked the defense with two
interceptions. Both came in the decisive second quarter in which the Warriors posted 31 points.
Jamey Hutchinson and Chris
Radke also picked off passes for the
WSU defense with Hutchinson returning his 38 yards for a touchdown.
The Warrior defense also sacked
UM-Morris quarterback Ryan Shea
six times.
WSU trailed 7-0 going into the
second quarter.
Goettl hooked up with freshman
Matt Juaire for a 23-yard touchdown
strike to get the Warrior scoring
started.

Winona State
UM Morris

0 M 14 7 - 52
7 6 0 6 - 19

First Quarter
UMM: Hoffman 16 pass from Shea
(Turnball kick), 4:49,
Second Quarter
WSU: Juaire 23 pass from Goettl
(Johnson kick), 15! 5 3.
WSU: T. Watch I run (Johnson kick),
14:01.
UMM: Field goal, Turnball 30, 10:47.
WSU: Juaire 66 pass from Goettl (Johnson
kick), 10:25.
WSU: Field goal, Johnson 27, 3:09.
WSU: Hutchinson 38 interception return
(Johnson kick), 2:53.
UMM: Field goal, Turnball 37, :00.
Third Quarter
WSU: Fitzsimmons 47 pass from Goetil
(Johnson kick), 11:47.
WSU: Jan sky 67 pass from Goettl (Johnson
kick), 7:39.
Fourth Quarter
\VSIJ: Jansk , -1() pa , s from Pres1a_ski

See Football, page 8

(Johnson kick), 13:00.
UMM: Field goal. Turnball 36, 2:44.
UMM: Field goal, Tomball 47, 1:23.

Vint

downs
Total yards
Rushes-yards
Passing-yards
Punts-average
Fumbles-lost
Penaliti es-yards

WSU
UMM
17
16
533
265
24-110
43-47
432
217
3-37.3
7-36.9
4-2
3-0
11-110
7-50

Rushing: WSU, T. Walch 9-36, Goettl 531, D. Brown 1-18, Preslaski 1-12, J.
Brown 2-7, C. Walch 3-7, Kahler 2-2,
Narum 1-(minus 1). UMM, McFarlane
24-60, Myard 10-27. Wiese 2-0, Ossenfort
I -0. Shea 6-(minus 32).
Passing: WSU, Goettl 17-32 2 intercep
tions, 367 yards. Preslaski 2-6-53, Kahler
1-2-0-12. UMM, Shea 10-24-4-175,
Wiese 4-6-0-22, Ossenfort 1-4-0-8.
Receiving: WSU, Juaire 6-160, Jansky
6-146, Fitzsimmons 4-75, T. Walch 2-30,
Bergner 1-12. UMM, Orella 4-102, \
Frazier 3-21, Hoffman 2-36, Johnson 224, McFarlane 1-15, Norton 1-10, Dahl ;
1-9. McGivern 1-3.

Here's a little push

little over five minutes to go in the
game. Morgan added the assist.
On Friday, WSU found themselves
in a much different predicament.
North Dakota State only took two
shots, but both found a way in the net
winning 3-1 outshooting the Warriors 18-10.
WSU's only goal came with eight
minutes left when Christine
Nettenstrom launched a free kick off
the crossbar. Morgan scored off the
deflection.
The Warriors return to action Saturday (1 p.m.) when they face the
University of Minnesota-Duluth in a
Northern Sun Intercollegiate matchup.

WSU sporting events at home
Football
10/4/97 1:30 p.m.

Soccer:
10/4/97 1 p.m.
10/5/97 Noon

Volleyball:
10/1/97 7 p.m.
10/4/97 Noon

Women's Golf:
10/4-5/97 Winona
Country Club

Jackie Jedynak/ Co-Photo Editor

David Olson (98) gives an UW-Eau Claire player a shove in September 20's game at Maxwell
Field. The Warriors (1-0 NSIC, 2-2 overall) fell 44-20 to the Blugolds. The Warriors host
Northern State Saturday (1 p.m.)

Miller plays Warrior of the week...
WSU volleyball beats
best golf
Travis Walch: Give him the ball South Dakota Tech
ROCHESTER, Minn. — Winona
State University's Lesley Miller shot
the best golf of her career and ended
up second Sunday at the WSU Golf
Invitational at Willow Creek Golf
Course.
Miller was beaten by Gustavus
Adolphus' Tammy Williams in a onehole playoff.
Miller finished the 36-hole event
in 163 stokes, and the WSU women
placed seventh with a 722.
Lesley Miller shot a 163 for WSU,
while Emily Cylkowski carded a 173.
Tara Clemons contributed a 192,
followed by Andi Silvi (197), Alison
Suk (199), and Traci Kreyer (228).
Gustavus Adolphus won the team
title with a 672.
Miller shot an 85 Friday at Willow
Creek in the 1997 Women's Warrior
Invitational pacing WSU to a fourthplace finish (370).
Macalaster won the event with an
18-hole total of 356.
St. Cloud State University 1 took
second place, just a strike behind
Macalaster. St. Cloud '2 was third
(361), followed by WSU, Augsburg
(403), and Saint Mary's (432).
Clemons was eighth with a 90 for
the Warriors, with Cylkowski adding
a 96. WSU's Silvi carded a 99 to
round out the scoring.
The WSU women host the NSIC
conference meet at Winona Country
Club next weekend.

By Anna L. Derocher
Sports Editor
Travis Walch used to be a quitter.
When he was younger, Walch
used to play with his two younger
brothers, Carson and Ryan, and between the three of them, someone
would always quit. But then a half
hour later, all three would he playing
together again.
So that means Walch isn't a quitter—he just needed a break every
once in awhile.
"Someone would get mad and
quit," Walch said. "We would quit
about five times in one day."
All those years of running patterns against his brothers has definitely paid off.
"One of us would be quarterback,
one would run patterns and the other
would defend," Walch said. "We
would switch around and have different positions."
A lot of times dad would join in
his kids' day of fun.
"He taught us how to juke and
move around the defender," Walch
said.
All those lessons have been an
ad vantage to the senior running hack
and the Winona State University
football team this year.
He has rushed for 146 total yards

and scored six touchdowns—his team
has a total of 16, seven of which came
Saturday against the University of
Minnesota-Morris in WSU's 52-19
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference blowout win.
The Warriors (2-2 overall, 1-0
NSIC) rely on Walch to carry the ball
10-15 times a game.
He might have to start carrying the
ball a little more with an ACL injury
to Jermaine Brown Saturday. The last
time Walch did that was his sophomore year when Matt Brandt was out
due to an injury.
"I got 30 some carries against
Northern State when Matt got hurCWald] said. "I couldn't go out that
night, I hurt so had.

"I was amazed at how much it
takes to have the ball that much."
But Walch doesn't mind carrying the ball that much if it is going
to help the team.
His usual duties besides rushing
include receiving the ball three to
five times and punt/kick returns
during the game.
"I like having the ball in my
hands," Walch said.
He can probably be compared to
Brandt. It is no wonder because
Brandt mentored him once Walch
crossed from defense over to offense his sophomore year.
"Matt. always helped even
though I played his position," Walch
said. "He always wanted me to do
well."
Walch hopes to be a teacher and
coach once he graduates from WSU.
He wants to instill in kids the same
attitude Brandt has.
"If Matt would have been the
kind of guy who pushed me down,"
he said. "I might not feel that way
about helping someone out who
played my position and hoping he
did well if it weren't for Matt's attitude with me."
Another former player who encouraged and influenced Walch was
Joe Mohr.
See Warrior, page 9

MOORHEAD, Minn. — It was a
corning-out party Saturday for Winona State's Michelle Miller at the
Moorhead State Volleyball Tournament.
The 5-foot-10 freshman tallied 10
digs and dished out four assists in the
Warriors' 16-14, 15-11, 15-9 win over
South Dakota Tech.
The victory gives WSU nine on
the season — tripling last year's total.
Hard-hitting sophomore Brook
Leininger, who has been the leader all
season, smacked 12 kills and scooped
up nine digs, to go along with her
three blocks.
"Brook Leininger and Michelle
Miller both had good matches for

us," said WSU coach Amy Fisher.
"They were very consistent and led
the team to the win."
Winona State (1-2 Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference, 9-8 overall) got six kills and seven digs froin
Jenny Kopstein.
Friday, Miller recorded 13 kills
and 18 digs in a five-set loss -to
Moorhead. MSU's Emily Hegg led
the Dragons with 22 kills and three
assists. Moorhead won with gamesa
15-8, 12-15, 15-5, 9-15, and 15-11'.:
Nicole Ballingrud dished out 46
assists in the Moorhead encounter,.:
The Warriors host MinnesotaDuluth tonight (7 p.m.).

WSU cross country team
content with 34th place
ST. PAUL—The Winona State
University cross country team finished ahead of three Northern Sun
Intercollegiate rivals Saturday at the
University of Minnesota Women's
Maroon Invitational.
UM-Duluth was 12th to lead conference teams. Following was Northern State in 29th place. The Warriors
came out ahead of Bemidji State,
Moorhead State, and UM-Morris.
For WSU, Jill Guenther placed
178th with a time of 20:42. Susan

:

Bandstra was next for the Warriors in
193rd (20:49), followed by Kelli Nims
(256-21:29), Shallie Steel (25921:31), Kelly Kamperschroer (28421:46), Jen Van Groven (357-22:57),
and April Eichhorn (363-22:59).
North Dakota State took the first
place title with 97 points with St.
Thomas in second with 163. WSU
tallied 934 points.
The Warriors will compete Fridaj,
in the. UW-Eau Claire Invite.
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PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

A8J©
1-) 1cT,t 61 1,h

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.

Jake Goettl: September 29
The junior quarterback from Chippewa Falls, Wis threw for a career-high 367 yards
Saturday against the UM-Morris in Winona State's 52-19 blowout win.
Kyle Stoffel: September 15
The junior linebacker from Arpin. Wis. had 22 tackles, including 17 solo stops, in a 3714 loss to UW-La Crosse.
Jolene Danca: September 10
The sophomore from Turtle Lake, Wis. recorded 44 kills, a .410 hitting percentage, 33
digs, 6 service aces, and 3 total blocks in the Jefferson Invitational, a total of 12 games. She
was named MVP of the toumement.
Jake Goettl: September 8
Goettl ran for two touchdowns and passed for another to lead WSU to a 25-24 victory over
UW-River Falls. Goettl completed 11 of 19 passes for 159 yards.

hen it comes to planning a comfort-

an impressive range of ways to help you

able future, over 1.8 million of

create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.

America's best and brightest count on

Football
Continued from page 7
down interception return. That made
the score 31-10.
Turnbull then hit a 37-yard field
goal with the time winding down to
make the halftime score 31-13.
Chad Fitzsimmons (four catches
78 yards, TD) opened up the secondhalf scoring with a 47-yard TD reception from Goettl.
Goettl then hooked up with Jake
Jansky from 67 yards out for a touchdown to make the score 45-13.
Back-up quarterback Eric
Preslaski picked up where Goettl left
off, connecting with Jansky on a 40yard touchdown to up the anty to
52-13.
UMM kicker Scott Turnbull finished off the scoring for Morris with
two meaningless field goals from 36
and 47 yards, respectively.

Welch then nabbed a Shea pass
deep in Cougar territory. Three plays
later, Travis Walch rumbled into
paydirt from a yard out to make the
score 14-7 Warriors.
With 10:47 remaining in the first
half, UMM kicker Scott Turnball
nailed a 30-yard field goal to make it
14-10.
The Warriors than reeled off three
consecutive scores to end the first
half.
' Goettl connected with Juaire, who
finished with six catches for 162 yards,
ot a 67-yard TD bomb with 10:25
reMaining in the opening half.
Derek Johnson punched a 27-yard
field goal through with 3:09 remaining to make the score 24-10 Warriors.
The Warriors capped off their firsthalf scoring on Hutchinson's touch-

From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated

TIAA-CREF. With $190 billion in assets,

Traditional Annuity** to the additional

we're the world's largest retirement

growth opportunities of our variable invest-

company, the nation's leader in customer

ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and

satisfaction, and the overwhelming choice

diversity you need to help you meet your

of people in education, research and
related fields*

some of the most knowledgeable investment

long-term goals. And they're all backed by

The reason? For nearly 80 years,

WARRIOR NOTES:

managers in the industry.

TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent

Next on the schedule for the
Warriors is conference opponent,
Northern State University Wolves.
Warrior defensive back Jamey
Hutchinson now has four interceptions for the year, including an interception returned for a TD.
Redshirt freshman Travis Welch
has three interceptions in his last
two games.
Junior wide receiver Chad
Fitzsimmons needs 1 point to pass
Lei fNelson for 26th on the all-time
scoring list-63
Senior running back Travis
Walch passed Bo Jackson for 7th in
all-time scoring and currently sits
at 122 points for his career.

7

To learn more about the world's pre-

solutions to America's long-term planning

mier retirement organization, speak to one

needs. We pioneered portable benefits.

of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776
(8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET). Or better still, speak

We invented the variable annuity and
helped popularize the very concept of

to one of your colleagues. Find out why,

stock investing for retirement planning.

when it comes to planning for tomorrow,

Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers

great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa. cref.org
-

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'

'Bed on a survey conducted in 1995 by an independent organization in which 96% of respondents expressed overall satisfaction with TIAA-CREF
..TIAA is one of only a handful of companies that currently hold the highest marks from the nation's leading independent rating agencies for stability,

Ez.-•

sound investments, claims-paying ability. and overall financial strength: Ann (Superior), A.M. Best Co.; AAA, Duff & Phelps: A., Moody's Investors
Service; AAA, Standard and Poor's. T1AA's guarantees are backed by its claims-paying ability. These ratings of TIAA as an insurance company do not
apply to CREF. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information. including
charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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Katts get third tie game
By Kristin Linzmeier
Special to the Winonan
Winona State University's Katts
remain undefeated after Saturday's
home rugby matchup against
Mankato—mostly because they ended
the game in a 0-0 tie, their third of the
season.
The Katts (0-0-3) maintained good

field position throughout the entire
game, but were not able to turn that
advantage into points.
It didn't matter five rookies were
new to the Katts' style of play. They
still dominated most of the power
plays.
The All-Minnesota Tournament
starts Saturday. The Katts will have a
chance to break into the winning column.

Skolfield

Ad Fed
Meeting

Warhol said "the day will wme when
everyone will be famous for 15 minutes."

Continued from page 7
f•

Hutter, moved to guard. The switch
opened up three wideout positions.
"We've just tried to get our 11
best athletes on the field," Walch
said.
Who will fill the end spots? Easy.
The WSU receiving corps of Jake
Jansky, Chad Fitzsimmons and Juaire
is undoubtably the best in the NSIC.
Jansky leads the way with 285 yards
on 17 grabs, to go along with his
three TDs. Fitzsimmons and Juaire
have 14 and 11 catches, respectively.

Jansky and Juaire each snatched a
pair of scores at Morris, with
Fitzsimmons adding one.
"Each one of those guys brings
something at receiver," Walch said.
But even with all those solid pass
catchers, Walch doesn't suggest a
complete air assault. Sorry Jake
(Goettl).
"I think any good football team
has balance," he said. "You could
pass 10 times in a row, but I think
you've gotta mix it up."

Wed., Oct. I@
6:00 p.m. in
Howell 135

Warrior

Continued from page 7

Join the American Advertising Federation
Ad Club and we'll guarantee you 30 seconds.

When Walch stepped up after
Brandt's injury, Mohr patted Walch
on the back.
"He told me he was happy with
how I was doing, telling me I would
have to pick it up," Walch said. "He
told me he was proud of me."
Walch, who used to take breaks
when playing outside with his broth' ers has taken what he learned in
those pick-up games to benefit the
NVSU football program.

It's a wonderful feeling when someone like Bill con point to the TV and soy..."Mom, I
did that." And Bill learned it as a member of the American Advertising Federation Ad Club.
So the sooner you join the Club, the sooner you can tell your mother. Get in touch with
the Ad Club on your campus. (Before your mother makes you become an accountant.)

(questions,

call George @
454-5669
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N ♦ (507) 45-7/35

Will0110'5 Newest Full Service
Tanning, Health, and Fitness Club!

tile Z3074RPWALK offers:

a

• fullg equipped weight room
♦ juice bar
♦ fanning salon
♦ nutrition products/supplements
-energy boosters
-mass builders
-dietary aids
-vitamins and minerals
-creative and chromium
-herbs
5 ill TOW11!
..

Check o
these Vrices11

*.

s

KANAL.

10 tans $24.95 ( 12 beds, new beds and includes 30 a
Unlimited Tanning $29.95/month
-!‘ Fitness $15.00/month

-

Unlimited Tanning and Fitness $39.95/month
7A- Daily, monthly, and yearly package

Discount Tanning 81, Fitness
7A11- I IAN and 61T1-9M

just $3.99 + tax

HOURS:
7AN-9M
SAT & SUN 10AN-4M

tye 48074/DWALK--where bodies ore beautiful!

nxia
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Move Over Big Foot, Make
Room For The Goat-Ass

Calendar of
Events

Sept. 26 (Last Friday)
@ Rascals:
Wallace Hartley B' The
Titanics.
Great time, bring
the kids. Too bad you
missed it.
Oct. 3 (Friday) @
Rascals:
Shwa:
"Band most
observed in the act of
public urination." — —Swank
reader's poll '96

Oct. 4 (Saturday) @
Nighthawk's Tap
downtown LaCrosse:

Nautical Grin:
"Band most able to
avoid detection in the
act of public urination."
--Swank Jerkers Poll '96

Oct. 4 (Saturday)
Harvest Fest —
le Madison,

An amazing discovery
was made Tuesday in the
northern woods of Gooshville,
Wisconsin by local leaf
photographer Jeff Meronek.
According to Meronek, he
momentarilly placed his camera
on a nearby tree stump to
answer natures call. When he
turned around to retrieve the
camera, he was blinded by a
flash. Meronek caught a
glimpse of what appeared to be
a "1/2 goat, 1/2 mule creature"
who he alleges took his picture.
The camera dropped, as did
Meronek whose lungs became
filled with a gaseous odor
which rolled off of the horrid
creature. Meronek, who is by
no means a professional artist,
attempted to sketch what he
calls the "Goat-Ass."

WI. On State Street by capital.

If the word "nugs"
has any meaning to you,
I would not recommend
missing this event.

Below: Maronekc rendition of the
creature he saw taking his photo.

Bocce Ball Bonanza
Oct. 5 (Sunday) at Big
Lake
If you don't have
your own set of balls,
play with somebody
elses.
Festivites begin @
4:20.

Above: Exclusive photo of Meronek
taken by what is presumed to be the
"Goat-Ass"
"I've never seen anything like it
before, it was 1/2 goat, 1/2 mule,
and it reaked of ass. It has to be a
goat-ass," says Meronek.

Many distinguished
members of the scientific
community, while frowning on
the lack of evidence supporting
Meronek's claim, agree that this
beast may very well be the
source of much of the world's
unidentifiable stenches. Dr. I.
M. Gassman, known among his
colleagues as Dr. Stink , has
quickly become Meronek's
biggest supporter, saying (while
farting) that, "The problem

with this world is that people
simply dismiss foul odors as
gas, (...FART...) usually
blaming it on chili and beer and
so on. This could be the
breakthrough of the century!"
(He farts and checks for tracks.)
"What we have here is a
scapegoat for flatulation. F*ck
the fountain of youth! Who
needs to be young when we can
pass gas with confidence?"
Unfortunately, Gassman was
later committed to Shady Acres
Mental Institution (Once home
to Ray Finkle) by the same
colleagues who call him Dr.
Stink. Evidently, Dr. Gassman
seems to have too much
personal interest in the issue of
the Goat-Ass to offer an
objective professional opinion.
However, there are still many
strong proponent's of the
existence of Meronek's GoatAss, and we, the staff of the
Gordonian, feel that we've only
seen (or smelt) the beginning of
this controversy.
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The following message was paid
for by the NCPPP:
(National Committee for
Protecting Private Parts.)
Fact: 98% of all male bicycle riders experience some form
of nausea as a result of careless riding.

Fact: 22% of the previous result in impotence.
Ride less, walk more,

save the nads.

The Writ erS: We'd Like to start the ijoar off with a few
stupid quotes from our stupid staff .

College Tours-MAZATLAN-Spring Break '98
*EXTRA INCOME '97*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing travel brochures. For more
information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope
to: Seabreeze Travel, P.O.
Box 0188, Miami, FL 33261

Earn a free trip, money or
both. Mazatlan Express is
looking for students or organizations to sell our Spring
Break package to Mazatlan,
Mexico. (800) 366-4786 •
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH**
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote Spring Break
1998! Sell 15 trips & travel
free! Highly motivated students can earn a free trip &
Choose
over $10,000!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! North
America's largest student tour
operator! Call Now! 1-800838-6411
—

Dave Serritella
ecstatically showing off
his homemade vagina,
which he fondly refers
to as his "pumpkin pie."
"Well, I don't know about
Richard's writing ability,
but I've always
wondered what it would
be like to get sweaty
with him...in the gym, I
mean."

Richard "Dick" Simmons
shown steadying himself
by street light after a
night at Fitzgeralds.
"I've always been
fascinated with "hard"
news, and I really like
the two guys I'll be
working with. Oh yeah,
hi David (Letterman)."

Jim Irving shown here in
back yard. You may
have seen the rest of
this photo in High
Times.
"Up to this point in my
life, I've lived by the
motto, "If it's yellow let
it mellow, if it's brown
flush it down," and it
has yet to steer me
wrong, so I plan to apply
that same motto to this
paper."

$$Early Bird Savings$$ from
$389 (Minneapolis departures) BOOK NOW AND SAVE $$
RT Air, RT Transfers, 7 nights
hotel, FREE cocktail parties!
For Free Information Flier or
Information on Earning a
FREE Trip call 1-800-3954896 (www.collegetours.com )

NANNIES PLUS
The Elite Nanny Service Jobs
Available Nationwide--minimum one yr commitment.
1-800-752-0078

KAREN RASMUSSEN- We all
miss you at The News
Chronicle! Study hard, NO
PARTIES! Remember, your
"TOUGH MONKEY" will protect you!

For info. on being a nanny on
the East Coast contact Kim at
Midwest Nannies. One year
commitment only. 1-800-4849754 ext.5768 or
http://www.mwnanny.com

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A8731 for current listings.

Hillside Fish House needs
cooks ($7-$8/hr), dishwasher/bus boy ($5-$6), wait-staff
and bartenders (great tips!)
Apply at the Hillside Fish
House after 4PM. 687-6261 or
687-6141

Ambitious advertising students wanted! Join Ad. Fed.!
The American Advertising
Federation chapter here at
WSU. Meetings held the first
and third Wednesday of every
month at 8PM in Howell 135!
Our next meeting is tonight!
See you there!!
SPRING
BREAK
with
Mazatlan Express. From
$399. Air/7 nights hotel/free
nightly beer parties/$69 party
package/discounts. (800) 3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

